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Dated: 29 Mar 2021
Disclaimer: ZRC-2 tokens issued by us are not screened or audited.
There is no guarantee that your purchased tokens will remain
tradeable or maintain any value. The risk is your own and we will not
be liable for any losses arising from any circumstance. This white
paper is a work in progress and may be subject to change. For any
suggestions and feedback, please drop us an email at
dev1@luckyclover.xyz

INTRODUCTION
“The Motivation is not only to add value to the Zilliqa ecosystem by
pulling in liquidity from other blockchains, but also to create the
value from within the Zilliqa ecosystem itself”
Lucky Clover (CLOVER) and LuckyC (LUCKY) are experimental tokenomic
projects under the Zilliqa Blockchain. CLOVER and LUCKY are the ZRC2
cryptocurrencies for the projects respectively and each have their
own proposed uses but are intrinsically linked. CLOVER is the token
which allows the developers to bootstrap the projects, to allow
HODLers to receive LUCKY from airdrops and distributions, and as a
high value medium of exchange. LUCKY is the utility token that we
envision our projects to be able to utilise in order to exchange for
tangible benefits such as advertising or merchandise (virtual or
real world).

CLOVER proposed use cases
1) Early adopters of CLOVER help to bootstrap the projects below.
In order to reward those have done so, we have plans to
generate a special Founder NFT for those who hold at least 10
CLOVER by 10th Apr 2021. We may decide to reward bigger HODLers
with an extra special NFT. Details to be given at a later
date. Snapshot of the holders and accounts will be taken on
10th Apr 2021 (at a random time that day)
2) LUCKY Airdrop: To reward early adopters of those who bought
CLOVER early on Zilswap, we will be airdropping LUCKY to
CLOVER HODLers based on the snapshot taken on 10th Apr 2021 (at
a random time that day). Amount of LUCKY airdropped to each
address will be proportional to the % holding of CLOVER as
stated in Viewblock. The airdrop list will subsequently be put
up on luckyclover.xyz for transparency.

3) CLOVER holders may receive further benefits in the form of
LUCKY as well as Zil drops if the Advertising and NFT model
proposed below kicks off. This of course is not guaranteed and
depends on the level of market adoption.
4) We will from time to time decide to do random token giveaways
to our CLOVER holders in appreciation of their support for
CLOVER. (to be refined further)
5) CLOVER is also envisioned to be able to be swapped or
exchanged for high value NFTS or real world merchandise. (to
be refined further)
6) (Reserved for future updates)

LUCKY proposed use cases
1) Advertising
- Advertisement space in the Zilliqa platform is currently
underrepresented and we recognise the demand for it in the
community. We plan to dedicate advertisement space on our
website luckyclover.xyz to legitimate advertisers (Further
details will be given as we develop). We would propose that
LuckyC will be the token to purchase advertising space on
the luckyclover.xyz website. As a way to give back to the
community, a portion (exact proportion yet to be decided.
Minimum of 10%, Maximum of 50%) of LuckyC made will be
distributed to holders of CLOVER in the proportion of their
holdings. There will be a minimum CLOVER holding in order to
qualify for the distribution (tentatively set at 100 CLOVER,
subject to change) this is to ensure that our total
transaction costs for distribution on Zilliqa is kept to a
minimum while ensuring that enough redistribution is being
done.
2) NFTs
- We recognise the demand for NFTs and we plan to launch high
value NFTs in order to meet the market demand. These will
likely be through mintable.app . Likewise, we would like to
give back to the community and a portion (exact proportion
yet to be decided, Minimum of 10%, Maximum of 50%) of zil
made will be distributed to holders of CLOVER in the
proportion of their holdings. There will be a minimum CLOVER
holding in order to qualify for the distribution
(tentatively set at 100 CLOVER) this is to ensure that
transaction costs on Zilliqa are kept to a minimum while
ensuring that enough redistribution is being done

3) Marketplace (Future use case. KIV)
- LUCKY is envisioned to be able to be swapped or exchanged
for real world merchandise. To be explored further in future
updates.
4) (Reserved for future updates)

Developers may need to swap their tokens in the open market from
time to time in order to have adequate funds to continue the
project. (We need to pay for hosting, distribution and development
costs too!) We will do our utmost best to do so with minimal price
disruption. We want to be upfront about this from the start.

---------Lucky Clover (CLOVER)
Contract Address: zil1ufg27uhneft476gth7c0my566n4m3mum4pnyxy
Total Token Supply: 77,777.778
Breakdown of initial distribution
Developer: 37,777.778 (To be allocated as initial seed funding,
reserves, and future distribution)
Pre-Launch allocation: 10,000
Contribution to Liquidity Pool: 30,000

LuckyC (LUCKY)
Contract Address: zil1z99wjqd57rge9q08xmca6aktvg8sr3f7mpj5cv
Total Token Supply: 210,000,000
Breakdown of initial distribution
Developer: 170,000,000 (To be allocated as initial seed funding,
reserves, and future distribution)
Pre-Launch allocation: 20,000,000
Contribution to Liquidity Pool: 20,000,000

Website: http://luckyclover.xyz
Twitter: @LuckyCloverZil
Telegram: LuckyClover-official
Contact: dev1@luckyclover.xyz

